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Thrawn Alliances Star Wars
The fast-paced sequel to Specter of the Past pits Han, Luke, and Leia against the
cunning Major Tierce, who is intent on cultivating discord within the New Republic and
raising the evil Admiral Thrawn from the dead. Reprint.
Relive your favorite Star Wars adventures with this collection of the galaxy’s greatest
posters. Judge a book by its size, do you? Hold over four decades of cinematic history
in the palm of your hand with Star Wars: The Poster Collection. This mini book features
posters from all eras of Star Wars, from the original trilogy’s classic theatrical posters
and the epic one-sheets of the prequel films to the latest artwork for Star Wars: The
Rise of Skywalker. Featuring iconic posters and rarely seen artwork and promotional
imagery, Star Wars: The Poster Collection spotlights the art that has captured the
imaginations of multiple generations, making it the perfect gift for all Star Wars fans.
The first novel in a new trilogy starring veteran New Republic pilots! On the brink of
victory in a brutal war, five New Republic pilots transform from hunted to hunters in this
epic Star Wars adventure. Set after Return of the Jedi, Alphabet Squadron follows a
unique team, each flying a different class of starfighter as they struggle to end their war
once and for all. The Emperor is dead. His final weapon has been destroyed. The
Imperial Army is in disarray. In the aftermath, Yrica Quell is just one of thousands of
defectors from her former cause living in a deserters’ shantytown—until she is selected
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to join Alphabet Squadron. Cobbled together from an eclectic assortment of pilots and
starfighters, the five members of Alphabet are tasked by New Republic general Hera
Syndulla herself. Like Yrica, each is a talented pilot struggling to find their place in a
changing galaxy. Their mission: to track down and destroy the mysterious Shadow
Wing, a lethal force of TIE fighters exacting bloody, reckless vengeance in the twilight
of their reign. The newly formed unit embodies the heart and soul of the Rebellion:
ragtag, resourceful, scrappy, and emboldened by their most audacious victory in
decades. But going from underdog rebels to celebrated heroes isn’t as easy as it
seems, and their inner demons threaten them as much as their enemies among the
stars. The wayward warriors of Alphabet Squadron will have to learn to fly together if
they want to protect the new era of peace they’ve fought so hard to achieve. Part of a
Marvel and Del Rey crossover event, Alphabet Squadron is the counterpart to Marvel’s
TIE Fighter miniseries, which follows the exploits of Shadow Wing as they scheme to
thwart the New Republic.
From Timothy Zahn, Hugo Award winner and New York Times bestselling author of two
landmark Star Wars® series, comes an original new tale featuring a renegade space
pilot, his unusual alien partner, and an unknown cargo that can change the course of
galactic history. Jordan McKell has a problem with authority. Unfortunately for him, the
iron-fisted authority of the powerful Patthaaunutth controls virtually every aspect of
galactic shipping. In order to survive, Jordan ekes out a living dabbling in interstellar
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smuggling for outlaw concerns that represent the last vestiges of free trade in the
galaxy. So when Jordan and his partner, Ixil--an alien with two ferret-like "outhunters"
linked to his neural system--are hired by a mysterious gentleman to fly a ship and its
special cargo to Earth, they jump at the job. Caution has never been one of Jordan's
strong suits. But this time he may have taken on more than even he can handle. The
ship, Icarus, turns out to be a ramshackle hulk, the ragtag crew literally picked up off
the street, and the cargo so secret, it's sealed in a special container that takes up most
of the cramped and ill-designed ship. As if that weren't bad enough, it looks like the
authorities already suspect something is afoot, there's a saboteur aboard, and the
Icarus appears to be shaking apart at the seams. It doesn't seem as if things could get
any worse. That is, until a beautiful crew member helps McKell uncover the true nature
of the cargo he's carrying. With his enemies closing in on the lumbering Icarus, the
unknown saboteur still aboard, and authorities on Earth pressured to turn them in,
McKell and Ixil become fugitives. Their only chance is to stay one step ahead of their
pursuers as they try to make it home. A bold and epic novel filled with unrelenting
action and a good dose of humor, The Icarus Hunt is a wild hyperspace romp through
the galaxy.
It's midnight and the moon is full, but Darth Vader isn't scared. OF COURSE I AM NOT
SCARED. Nothing can scare Lord Vader! CORRECT. Not monsters or witches or
ghosts, and especially not the dark. So what is Darth Vader scared of? Read on in
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Adam Rex's hilarious and spooky Star Wars tale to find out! YOU WILL LEARN
NOTHING.
When Grand Admiral Thrawn takes command of what is left of the Imperial fleet and
launches a massive campaign against the New Republic, Han and Lando Calrissian
race to find proof of treason inside the highest Republic Council. Reprint.
The fate of the Chiss Ascendancy hangs in the balance in the epic finale of the Star
Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy trilogy from bestselling author Timothy Zahn. For thousands
of years the Chiss Ascendancy has been an island of calm, a center of power, and a
beacon of integrity. It is led by the Nine Ruling Families, whose leadership stands as a
bulwark of stability against the Chaos of the Unknown Regions. But that stability has
been eroded by a cunning foe who winnows away trust and loyalty in equal measure.
Bonds of fidelity have given way to lines of division among the families. Despite the
efforts of the Expansionary Defense Fleet, the Ascendancy slips closer and closer to
civil war. The Chiss are no strangers to war. Their mythic status in the Chaos was
earned through conflict and terrible deeds, some long buried. Until now. To ensure the
Ascendancy’s future, Thrawn will delve deep into its past, uncovering the dark secrets
surrounding the ascension of the First Ruling Family. But the truth of a family’s legacy
is only as strong as the legend that supports it. Even if that legend turns out to be a lie.
To secure the salvation of the Ascendancy, is Thrawn willing to sacrifice everything?
Including the only home he has ever known?
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All aboard the Quadrail for three tales of nonstop action from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling and Hugo Award–winning author of Star Wars: Thrawn. It is the
Quadrail—a miracle of design that connects all twelve of the galaxy’s inhabited empires,
allowing diverse alien species and cultures to exchange ideas, inspire imaginations,
build bridges of understanding . . . and orchestrate the subjugation of all living things.
Night Train to Rigel: Frank Compton used to be an operative for Western Allied
Intelligence. Then he blew the whistle on some shady dealings and got himself fired.
Nowadays he just wants to lay low and let someone else do the galaxy’s dirty work.
Unfortunately, no one does dirty work quite like Frank. And the robotic alien Spiders
who maintain the Quadrail know it—which is why he’s going to work for them whether
he likes it or not. The Third Lynx: After barely surviving his last mission, Compton just
wants to relax with his gorgeous half-human partner, Bayta. But their reverie aboard the
Quadrail is broken by a persistent human going on about alien artifacts. Then someone
shuts him up permanently, and what begins as a murder leads Compton to uncover a
conspiracy that threatens to engulf the entire galaxy. Odd Girl Out: Finally back on
Earth, Compton is confronted in his apartment by a woman demanding that he rescue
her ten-year-old sister. He brusquely shows her the door, only to be accused of her
murder the next day. Determined to make things right, he heads to the world of New
Tigris to find the little girl. But his adversaries, the mind-enslaving Mohdri, are waiting
for him there. Together in a single volume, here are the first three books in the Quadrail
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series from a writer New York Times–bestselling author Kevin J. Anderson calls “a
master of tactics [who] puts his own edge on complex hard-SF thrillers.”

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Long before the First Order, before the
Empire, before even The Phantom Menace . . . Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in
The High Republic It is a golden age. Intrepid hyperspace scouts expand the
reach of the Republic to the furthest stars, worlds flourish under the benevolent
leadership of the Senate, and peace reigns, enforced by the wisdom and strength
of the renowned order of Force users known as the Jedi. With the Jedi at the
height of their power, the free citizens of the galaxy are confident in their ability to
weather any storm But the even brightest light can cast a shadow, and some
storms defy any preparation. When a shocking catastrophe in hyperspace tears a
ship to pieces, the flurry of shrapnel emerging from the disaster threatens an
entire system. No sooner does the call for help go out than the Jedi race to the
scene. The scope of the emergence, however, is enough to push even Jedi to
their limit. As the sky breaks open and destruction rains down upon the peaceful
alliance they helped to build, the Jedi must trust in the Force to see them through
a day in which a single mistake could cost billions of lives. Even as the Jedi battle
valiantly against calamity, something truly deadly grows beyond the boundary of
the Republic. The hyperspace disaster is far more sinister than the Jedi could
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ever suspect. A threat hides in the darkness, far from the light of the age, and
harbors a secret that could strike fear into even a Jedi’s heart.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Grand Admiral Thrawn faces the ultimate
test of his loyalty to the Empire in this epic Star Wars novel from bestselling
author Timothy Zahn. “If I were to serve the Empire, you would command my
allegiance.” Such was the promise Grand Admiral Thrawn made to Emperor
Palpatine at their first meeting. Since then, Thrawn has been one of the Empire’s
most effective instruments, pursuing its enemies to the very edges of the known
galaxy. But as keen a weapon as Thrawn has become, the Emperor dreams of
something far more destructive. Now, as Thrawn’s TIE defender program is
halted in favor of Director Krennic’s secret Death Star project, he realizes that
the balance of power in the Empire is measured by more than just military
acumen or tactical efficiency. Even the greatest intellect can hardly compete with
the power to annihilate entire planets. As Thrawn works to secure his place in the
Imperial hierarchy, his former protégé Eli Vanto returns with a dire warning about
Thrawn’s homeworld. Thrawn’s mastery of strategy must guide him through an
impossible choice: duty to the Chiss Ascendancy, or fealty to the Empire he has
sworn to serve. Even if the right choice means committing treason. Praise for
Thrawn: Treason “Another excellent addition to the new canon . . . Thrawn:
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Treason will reward you thoroughly for your time.”—GeekMom “If you’ve ever
enjoyed a Thrawn story—whether that was Heir to the Empire and its sequels or
Zahn’s new novels—you’ll find more of what you enjoy in Treason.”—Dork Side of
the Force
An action-packed novel that ushers in a new age of adventure in the critically
acclaimed StarCraft series from Blizzard Entertainment The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Thrawn pens the latest chapter in the stunning StarCraft
saga, building on the game’s rich legacy to create an unforgettable new story.
After nearly a decade of brutal warfare, three mighty factions—the enigmatic
protoss, the savage zerg, and the terrans, humanity’s descendants in the
sector—have entered a cease-fire, but the peace is tenuous at best. When the
sudden restoration of an incinerated planet is brought to light, tensions erupt.
Neutrality swings back to hostility, and old enemies are accused of developing
biological weapons to reignite the bitter conflict. An expedition of terran and
protoss soldiers and researchers is deployed to investigate the mysterious zerg
planet and its inhabitants’ intentions. But the lush alien landscape is host to other
denizens, creatures shrouded in shadow, and should they be unleashed, they will
change the fate of the entire galaxy.
The fate of the Chiss Ascendancy hangs in the balance in the epic finale of the
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Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy trilogy from bestselling author Timothy Zahn. For
thousands of years The Chiss Ascendancy has been an island of calm, a center
of power, and a beacon of integrity. Led by the Nine Ruling Families, their
leadership stands as a bulwark of stability against the Chaos of the Unknown
Regions. But that stability has been eroded by a cunning foe that winnows away
trust and loyalty in equal measure. Bonds of fidelity have given way to lines of
division among the families. Despite the efforts of the Expansionary Defense
Fleet, the Ascendancy slips closer and closer toward civil war. The Chiss are no
strangers to war. Their mythic status in the Chaos was earned through conflict
and terrible deeds, some long buried. Until now. To ensure the Ascendancy's
future, Thrawn will delve deep into its past, uncovering the dark secrets
surrounding the ascension of the First Ruling Family. But the truth of a family's
legacy is only as strong as the legend that supports it. Even if that legend turns
out to be a lie. To secure the salvation of the Ascendancy, is Thrawn willing to
sacrifice everything? Including the only home he has ever known?
Beyond the edge of the galaxy lies the Unknown Regions: chaotic, uncharted,
and near impassable, with hidden secrets and dangers in equal measure. And
nestled within its swirling chaos is the Ascendancy, home to the enigmatic Chiss
and the Nine Ruling Families that lead them.The peace of the Ascendancy, a
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beacon of calm and stability, is shattered after a daring attack on the Chiss
capital that leaves no trace of the enemy. Baffled, the Ascendancy dispatches
one of its brightest young military officers to root out the unseen assailants. A
recruit born of no title, but adopted into the powerful family of the Mitth and given
the name Thrawn. With the might of the Expansionary Fleet at his back, and the
aid of his comrade Admiral Ar'alani, answers begin to fall into place. But as
Thrawn's first command probes deeper into the vast stretch of space his people
call the Chaos, he realizes that the mission he has been given is not what it
seems.
Thrawn: Alliances (Star Wars)Random House
Foreword by John Boyega Just in time for the next blockbuster, Star Wars: The
Last Jedi, this unique and beautifully designed compendium with removable
features traces one of the franchise’s most iconic characters—the
stormtrooper—from initial development through all nine Star Wars movies to their
many iterations in TV, comics, videogames, novels, and pop-culture. Star Wars:
A New Hope, the very first installment in the beloved science-fiction series,
introduced the Imperial stormtroopers—the army of the fearsome and tyrannical
Galactic Empire. Charged with establishing Imperial authority and suppressing
resistance, these terrifying, faceless, well-disciplined soldiers in white have
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become a universal symbol of oppression. Star Wars Stormtroopers explores
these striking warriors and their evolution in depth for the first time. Ryder
Windham and Adam Bray trace the roots of their creation and design, and
explore how these elite troops from a galaxy far, far away have been depicted in
movies, cartoons, comics, novels, and merchandizing. Filled with photographs,
illustrations, story boards, and other artwork, this lavish officially licensed book
comes complete with removable features, including posters, stickers, replica
memorabilia and more, making it an essential keepsake for every Star Wars fan,
as well as military, design, and film aficionados.
2011 marks the 20th anniversary of the publication of Star Wars: Heir to the
Empire by Timothy Zahn, the #1 New York Times hardcover bestseller that
relaunched the entire Star Wars publishing program. To celebrate this historic
event, Zahn returns to Star Wars with a brand-new novel of adventure, action,
and intrigue starring the young Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia Organa,
and the beloved Mara Jade!
Don't believe the radical pro-feline media. PANTHERISM IS REAL. Does your daughter
exhibit cat-like behaviors? Does she engage in self-grooming? Does she try to go out at
night? Is she impertinent? Ruminations is here to help! Page through our promotional
catalog to find the ideal treatment solution.
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Five years after they defeated Darth Vader and the Emperor, Princess Leia and Han
Solo are married and expecting children, and Luke is a Jedi knight, and all are unaware
that the last of the Emperor's warlords plan to reclaim the empire. Reprint.
Traces the rise of Grand Admiral Thrawn to the heights of power within the Empire,
while exploring his first encounter with Anakin Skywalker.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER Grand Admiral Thrawn and Darth Vader team up
against a threat to the Empire in this thrilling novel from bestselling author Timothy
Zahn. “I have sensed a disturbance in the Force.” Ominous words under any
circumstances, but all the more so when uttered by Emperor Palpatine. On Batuu, at
the edges of the Unknown Regions, a threat to the Empire is taking root—its existence
little more than a glimmer, its consequences as yet unknowable. But it is troubling
enough to the Imperial leader to warrant investigation by his most powerful agents:
ruthless enforcer Lord Darth Vader and brilliant strategist Grand Admiral Thrawn. Fierce
rivals for the emperor’s favor, and outspoken adversaries on Imperial affairs—including
the Death Star project—the formidable pair seem unlikely partners for such a crucial
mission. But the Emperor knows it’s not the first time Vader and Thrawn have joined
forces. And there’s more behind his royal command than either man suspects. In what
seems like a lifetime ago, General Anakin Skywalker of the Galactic Republic, and
Commander Mitth’raw’nuruodo, officer of the Chiss Ascendancy, crossed paths for the
first time. One on a desperate personal quest, the other with motives unknown . . . and
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undisclosed. But facing a gauntlet of dangers on a far-flung world, they forged an
uneasy alliance—neither remotely aware of what their futures held in store. Now, thrust
together once more, they find themselves bound again for the planet where they once
fought side by side. There they will be doubly challenged—by a test of their allegiance to
the Empire . . . and an enemy that threatens even their combined might.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover Thrawn’s origins within the Chiss
Ascendancy in the first book in an epic new Star Wars trilogy from bestselling author
Timothy Zahn. Beyond the edge of the galaxy lies the Unknown Regions: chaotic,
uncharted, and near impassable, with hidden secrets and dangers in equal measure.
And nestled within its swirling chaos is the Ascendancy, home to the enigmatic Chiss
and the Nine Ruling Families that lead them. The peace of the Ascendancy, a beacon
of calm and stability, is shattered after a daring attack on the Chiss capital that leaves
no trace of the enemy. Baffled, the Ascendancy dispatches one of its brightest young
military officers to root out the unseen assailants. A recruit born of no title, but adopted
into the powerful family of the Mitth and given the name Thrawn. With the might of the
Expansionary Fleet at his back, and the aid of his comrade Admiral Ar’alani, answers
begin to fall into place. But as Thrawn’s first command probes deeper into the vast
stretch of space his people call the Chaos, he realizes that the mission he has been
given is not what it seems. And the threat to the Ascendancy is only just beginning.
He's one of the most cunning and ruthless warriors in the history of Star Wars! Now,
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discover how Grand Admiral Thrawn became one of the most feared military tacticians
in a galaxy far, far away. Jody Houser and Luke Ross adapt Timothy Zahn's New York
Times best-selling novel about Thrawn's rise through the Imperial ranks! Meet young
Lieutenant Thrawn, who graduated the Imperial Academy with the highest marks
possible. He's been assigned his own personal assistant, Ensign Eli Vanto, and is
ascending quickly - but that doesn't mean that everyone in the Imperial army wants him
to succeed. And Thrawn isn't the Empire's only rising star - so is Arihnda Pryce. The
two rivals' paths will cross, and tensions will run high, when they discover a dark secret
within the Empire... COLLECTING: STAR WARS: THRAWN 1-6
An upcoming book to be published by Penguin Random House.
While Luke Skywalker is learning about the Force from Obi-Wan Kenobi, Han Solo
struggles with the decision to join the Alliance, Leia helps run the rebellion, and Mara
Jade is doing the Emperor's dirty work and avoiding Darth Vader.

Three years after his marriage to Mara Jade, Luke receives word that the
remains of the legendary Outbound Flight Project have been found, prompting
Luke and Mara to join a team of adventurers on an expedition into the Unknown
Regions.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The Jedi have struck a blow against tyranny.
Can they strike down ultimate evil? Chief of State Natasi Daala has been
overthrown, and the Jedi Order has taken control of the Galactic Alliance. But
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while the new governors dismantle Daala’s draconian regime, forces still loyal to
the deposed official are mobilizing a counterstrike. And even the Jedi’s new
authority may not be enough to save Tahiri Veila, the former Jedi Knight and
onetime Sith apprentice convicted of treason for the killing of Galactic Alliance
officer Gilad Pellaeon. Meanwhile, Luke and Ben Skywalker are relentlessly
pursuing Abeloth, the powerful dark-side entity bent on ruling the galaxy. But as
they corner their monstrous quarry on the planet Nam Chorios, the two lone Jedi
must also face the fury of the Sith death squadron bearing down on them. And
when Abeloth turns the tables with an insidious ambush, the Skywalkers’ quest
threatens to become a suicide mission. Features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
Han Solo, Chewbacca, and Lando Calrissian work together on a potentially
lucrative heist in the hopes of paying off Jabba the Hutt's bounty on Han's head.
J'ai senti une perturbation dans la Force. Une phrase inquiétante quelle que soit
la situation, mais plus encore lorsqu'elle est prononcée par l'Empereur Palpatine.
Sur Batuu, aux confins des Régions Inconnues, une menace aux contours flous
prend racine. Le chef de l'Empire charge ses deux meilleurs agents de mener
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l'enquête : son bras armé, l'impitoyable Seigneur Vador, et le grand amiral
Thrawn, stratège de génie. Deux personnalités que tout oppose ; un duo
improbable pour une mission des plus cruciales. Mais Palpatine sait que ce n'est
pas la première fois que son Apprenti et le Chiss unissent leurs forces. Et
derrière son ordre souverain, il y a bien plus en jeu que ce que les deux hommes
suspectent...
Before the onset of the Clone Wars, a group of explorers consisting of six Jedi
Masters, twelve Jedi Knights, and a fifty-thousand-member crew set out on a
mission to search for intelligent life outside the known galaxy.
The epic story that began with Heir to the Empire reaches its dramatic conclusion
in this essential Star Wars Legends novel. The embattled Republic reels from the
attacks of Grand Admiral Thrawn, who has marshaled the remnants of the
Imperial forces and driven the Rebels back with an abominable technology
recovered from the Emperor's secret fortress: clone soldiers. As Thrawn mounts
his final siege, Han Solo and Chewbacca struggle to form a coalition of
smugglers for a last-ditch attack, while Princess Leia holds the Alliance together
and prepares for the birth of her Jedi twins. The Republic has one last
hope—sending a small force into the very stronghold that houses Thrawn’s
terrible cloning machines. There a final danger awaits, as the Dark Jedi C’baoth
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directs the battle against the Rebels and builds his strength to finish what he
already started: the destruction of Luke Skywalker.
Thrawn and his allies race to save the Chiss Ascendancy from an unseen enemy
in the second book in the epic Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy trilogy from
bestselling author Timothy Zahn. Thrawn's latest triumph still rests newly on his
shoulders. He has led the Chiss to victory and brought glory to the House of
Mitth, but the true threat to the Ascendancy has not yet been extinguished. Their
foes do not send threats or ultimatums, do not mass ships on the edge of the
Chaos. Their weapons come cloaked in smiles and generosity: Gifts offered
freely. Services granted unconditionally. Across the Ascendancy, seemingly
inconsequential events could herald the doom of the Chiss. As Thrawn and the
Expansionary Defense Fleet rally to uncover the plot, they discover a chilling
truth: Rather than invade Chiss capitals or pillage resources, their enemy strikes
at the very foundation of the Ascendancy, seeking to widen the rifts between the
Nine Ruling Families and the Forty Great Houses below. As rivalry and suspicion
sow discord among allies, each warrior must decide what matters most to them:
the security of their family or the survival of the Ascendancy itself.
In war, no one is safe. War has come to Thornstone, Tarkin’s Point, and
Thoriddon, throwing all three nations into chaos. Led by the demon lord
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Vagborar, the legions of orcs are bent on nothing less than the total annihilation
of both human and dwarf. With their demonic allies, they just might succeed. But
not without a fight. As Serena tries to find answers and a path to victory, Orin and
Brom fight with both sword and spell to turn back the tide of darkness. Beside
them are a kingdom of dwarves and a city of humans, but even they may not be
enough to beat back such a force. If they hope to survive, they need to come
together, but with each nation under siege, uniting as one is easier said than
done. When one of them is freed from battle, hope is rekindled, but prejudices
rise to the surface, threatening everything. If any of them hope to survive, past
actions and old hatreds must be forgotten. Hard decisions and painful sacrifices
must be made. And pride and egotism must be set aside for the greater good. If
not, a new age of evil will dawn upon the world.
18 fully illustrated short stories. Darth Vader confronts a mysterious face from Anakin
Skywalker’s past… Lando Calrissian faces the terrifying firepower of an Imperial
walker… The Empire’s stormtroopers ruthlessly pursue survivors from Alderaan… A
squadron of B-wing fighters engage in a desperate mission during the Battle of Endor…
This volume features a diverse collection of short stories which chronicle the exploits of
intriguing assorted side characters along with some of the more familiar names in the
saga, including Lando Calrissian, Han Solo, and Darth Vader. The tales include
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Legends stories – from the continuity pre-2014 – such as a moving tale of Darth Vader
reuniting with an old acquaintance, a dark story with the mysterious Darth Plagueis, and
an edge-of-your-seat adventure with Han Solo and Chewbacca in action aboard the
Millennium Falcon. From the current lore – 2015 to present – there are tales of Blade
Squadron, the pilots of the Rebel Alliance’s B-wing starfighters, as they strike out
against the Empire; the story of Darth Vader and the Emperor making a surprise
inspection of an Imperial facility; and a gripping tale of survivors of Alderaan evading
the Empire’s stormtroopers.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this definitive novel, readers will follow
Thrawn’s rise to power—uncovering the events that created one of the most iconic
villains in Star Wars history. One of the most cunning and ruthless warriors in the
history of the Galactic Empire, Grand Admiral Thrawn is also one of the most
captivating characters in the Star Wars universe, from his introduction in bestselling
author Timothy Zahn’s classic Heir to the Empire through his continuing adventures in
Dark Force Rising, The Last Command, and beyond. But Thrawn’s origins and the
story of his rise in the Imperial ranks have remained mysterious. Now, in Star Wars:
Thrawn, Timothy Zahn chronicles the fateful events that launched the blue-skinned, redeyed master of military strategy and lethal warfare into the highest realms of power—and
infamy. Praise for Thrawn “The origin story of one of the greatest Star Wars villains . . .
a book that fans have wanted for decades.”—The Verge “A satisfying tale of political
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intrigue . . . Thrawn’s observations and tactical thinking are utterly captivating.”—New
York Daily News “Quite the page-turner.”—Flickering Myth
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER THE GALAXY STANDS LEADERLESS. CAN THE
JEDI SAVE IT—OR WILL THEIR ENEMIES ENSLAVE IT? The toppling of ruthless
Natasi Daala has left a political vacuum on Coruscant and ignited a power struggle
between opposing factions racing to claim control of the Galactic Alliance. Surrounded
by hidden agendas, treacherous conspiracies, and covert Sith agents, the Jedi Order
must keep the government from collapsing into anarchy—while facing the combined
threats of the resurgent Lost Sith Tribe, a deposed dictator bent on vengeance, and the
enduring menace of Abeloth, the profoundly evil entity hungry to become a god.
“[Christie] Golden’s excellent storytelling captures the essence of the beloved space
opera and should leave series followers eagerly anticipating the story’s
conclusion.”—Library Journal
Fans have long wondered what happened to Ahsoka after she left the Jedi Order near
the end of the Clone Wars, and before she re-appeared as the mysterious Rebel
operative Fulcrum in Rebels. Finally, her story will begin to be told. Following her
experiences with the Jedi and the devastation of Order 66, Ahsoka is unsure she can
be part of a larger whole ever again. But her desire to fight the evils of the Empire and
protect those who need it will lead her right to Bail Organa, and the Rebel Alliance....
Dr. Aphra teams up with Darth Vader himself in the original script to the audiobook
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production—an expanded adaptation of the critically acclaimed Marvel comics series. Dr.
Chelli Lona Aphra, rogue archaeologist, is in trouble again. A pioneer in the field of
criminal xenoarchaeology, Aphra recognizes no law, has no fear, and possesses no
impulse control. To her, the true worth of the galactic relics she discovers isn’t found in
a museum but in an arsenal. This viewpoint has led to a lot of misunderstandings. After
her latest plan goes horribly wrong, her roguish ways are on the verge of catching up to
her. That’s when suddenly Darth Vader, terror of the galaxy, swoops in with his
lightsaber and . . . saves her life? Don’t get her wrong—it’s not like she’s ungrateful.
Sure, her new boss is a lord of the Sith. And okay, she may have just become a pawn
in a deadly game being played by him and his boss, who happens to be the Galactic
Emperor. And yes, the life expectancy of anyone who disappoints Vader can be
measured in seconds. But she’s back doing what she does best. She’s got a ship to
fly, a heist to pull, and two unorthodox but effective metal buddies: Triple-Zero, a
protocol droid specializing in etiquette, customs, translation, and torture, and BT-1, an
astromech loaded with enough firepower to take down a battlecruiser. Together, they
might just find a way to get the job done and avoid the deadly performance review that
waits at its conclusion. Just kidding. She’s doomed.
THE EMPIRE STRIKES A DEAL The history of the planet Kariek has been one of
seemingly endless violence— thanks to the constantly erupting revolutions among the
many divided tribes of the native Eickarie race battling for dominance. Yet none of
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these tribes has held sway since a mysterious Warlord and his legion of alien
mercenaries seized power and began a fifty-year reign of terror. Now, at last, the tide
may be turning: the leaders of the warring Eickarie factions have forged an
alliance—strong enough to capture a city and corner the Warlord and his minions in their
fortress. And the post-Palpatine Empire of the Hand is lending support to this revolt
against tyranny by deploying no less a fighting force than the Imperial 501st Legion of
stormtroopers. Once infamously known as “Vader’s Fist,” the legendary 501st are the
best men for the dangerous objective at hand—capturing the Warlord alive. It’s a risky
mission that might be jeopardized when Imperial unit commander Twister and his
comrades, Shadow, Cloud, and Watchman, are waylaid by a band of zealous freedom
fighters, armed with their own agenda . . . and plenty of firepower. The Eickarie
renegades—determined to free hundreds of their people from the Warlord’s
dungeons—have an offer to make, and a strategy that could give the Imperials the edge
in the bloody showdown to come. But can Twister and his men trust their new allies? Or
will they get more than they bargain for? This novella includes an excerpt from the
novel STAR WARS: SURVIVOR'S QUEST by Timothy Zahn and an interview with the
author.
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